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Introduction 
 
Due to some injury earlier you have unfortunately dislocated your patella outwards.  You have 
taken treatment for this problem from your doctor.  For some time you are alright and there is no 
problem.  But again it comes back to haunt you due to a fresh episode of injury but this time a 
milder one.  This is what is known as recurrent dislocation of patella. This is usually preceded by 
an episode of acute traumatic dislocation of the patella and probably has not healed properly 
after the initial trauma.  
  
It has to be differentiated from another entity called habitual dislocation of patella in which the 
patella dislocates with each flexion and extension movements of the knee. 
 
Recurrent dislocation or repeated dislocation of your knee cap could be due to the 
following problems seen in the knee, thigh and leg: 
• Knee cap which is higher than normal 
• Knock knee condition  
• The outer lower part of your thigh knee bone not developed well 
• Tight outer muscles and ligaments of the knee joint 
• Lax inner patellar soft tissue structures 
• Upper Thigh bone rotated outwards (Femoral ante version) 
• Thigh bone twisted outwards. (External femoral torsion) 
• Back wards bending of the knee (Genu recurvatum) 
• Abnormal insertion of one of the inner thigh muscles (vastus medialis) 
• Patellar tendon situated outside 
• Your leg bone rotated outwards (External tibial rotation) 
• Your knee cap under developed (Hypo plastic patella) 
• Atrophy of the inner thigh muscles (vastus medialis) 
• Outer thigh muscle overdeveloped (Hypertrophy of vastus lateralis) 
• Generalized joint relaxation. 

Clinical Features 

• The patient gives history of diffuse pain in the knee joint, which is worsened by going up 
and down the stairs or hills.  

• He or she complains of a feeling of insecurity in the knee and may feel the joint is about to 
give way or the patella is about to go out!  

• On examination in addition to the predisposing factors mentioned above, there may be a 
mild swelling and crepitus in the joint.  

• The apprehension test is positive. In this test, the patient’s knee is held flexed at 30° and 
an attempt is made to push the patella laterally.  

• In a positive test, the patient complains of pain and resists the attempt.  
• Next, the Q-angle (Fig. 1) is determined.  



• If the Q-angle is more than 10°, medial transplantation of the patellar tendon is recommen-
ded. 

 

Fig 1:  Your doctor will determine what is known as the Q angle to assess your 
vulnerability for developing this problem 

Radiographs 
Your doctor will suggest you to undergo plain x-rays of the knees to assess the cause and 
extent of the deformity. 
 

Treatment 
A Nonsurgical or Conservative Measure 

This consists of quadriceps exercises, supportive elastocrepe bandages, NSAIDs, etc. and is 
found to be successful in only 50 percent of the cases. 

Surgical Methods 

These are successful in the remaining cases and can be conveniently grouped under four 
methods: 
• Proximal realignment of structures like the capsule of the knee, quadriceps, etc. 
• Distal realignment of structures like patellar tendon, tibial tuberosity, etc.  
• Both proximal and distal realignment of structures around the knee. 
• Patellectomy and realignment of extensor mechanism. 



 
Fig 2:  shows how the patellar tendon is detached from its original position and is shifted 

outwards. 

 

 Habitual Dislocation of patella 
 
This is another troublesome problem and it differs from recurrent dislocation of patella by 
repeated dislocation with each flexion and extension movement of the knee as if it has become 
a habit. 
 
Treatment of this problem is essentially surgical and consists of the release of tight lateral 
structures and repair of lax medial structures. 
 


